What did you like most about this instructor and course?
- Very clear about the things we need to know
- The easiness of the grade postings online
- The pace is actually a good controlled speed
- Handles questions well
- He is a really nice guy and very understanding
- Mehmet knows his stuff, it is always nice to learn from a professor with credibility and confidence in what they’re teaching.
- Hamburgers and coke examples
- He gives sample questions for each chapter and each exam
- Presentation style is effective
- Very thorough about information
- The presentation of the notes
- Teacher was always open to talk
- Gave us study materials online to better prepare for exam perfection
- Good explaining in detail and taking time to discuss difficult topics
- Easy to keep up
- Professor explains the problem very clearly and I can understand most knowledge in class
- He made everything clear
- Explains everything in a easy way to understand

What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
- The tests did not accurately reflect what we did in class. He also missed 6 or more classes with I feel gave us a huge disadvantage
- Very dry
- Lack of homework or any extra credit. Rushed lectures and uselessness of required text
- Previous exams are not returned. Because they are comprehensive, I’d like previous exams to study for future exams, as well as to know what I did wrong and possibly need to study more
- Grading not getting to see what questions I missed. Lack of assignments make tests more stressful too
- Weights test too heavily, especially given how different they are from what is presented in class
- The material is dry
- The biggest chunk of grade comes from three very difficult exams. It’s hard to keep up with it when I am only relying on what I have studied.
- There does not seem to be a fair and consistent tracking of the quizzes. I am not sure the instructor could say how many.
-There are only tests that make up your grade. There are not enough assignments to help grade if tests aren’t passed
-Test need to be given back to study from all of the tests are comprehensive
-That he doesn’t offer any extra credit
-Not challenging at all. After having taken 201, I was able to get an A in this course without studying at home ever.
-Grade is based mostly off tests, no homework, no extra credit
-Not enough assignments
-Did not go over exams w/us after taking them
-Test question

What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
-Have a T.A. teach when you decide to lecture at a seminar instead of coming to class
-Make things more interesting-bring in current events
-Homework assignments that with help further understanding of materials
-Return quizzes and exams!
-Higher point systems to make up for test scores
-Smaller room for the # of people we have
-Perhaps a few homework assignments to help us with grades and to keep track
- Most students will not have extensive use for the material that could be added to your perspective
-Stop assigning so many chapters for exams and give clear reviews that’ll help students better know what’s on exams.
-Post practice test earlier and add a test in the middle of the semester
-Try not to teach so much information in one class, its overwhelming
-Reading based quizzes, drawing graphs on tests
-To give other assignments, tests are hard
-Go over exams b/c they are all comprehensive
-Pass previous tests back if you are going to make your tests cumulative. It’s like you want your students to struggle.

Additional Comments:
- I feel his absences were unreasonable. I’m very unsatisfied overall. He’s a good teacher (clear, is open to questions, repeats things as necessary) but only when he’s actually here to teach.
-More knowledge/application essay questions